## Developing Your Next Generation of Enterprise Leaders

- **What are you doing to encourage your current and emerging enterprise leaders to craft and articulate powerful stories that reinforce your organization’s culture as a means of cultivating a heightened sense of place?**

- **What are you doing to keep work stimulating for your enterprise leaders? Do you encourage them to take on assignments and projects that are clearly outside of their comfort zones in order to help them develop a broader sense of context?**

- **What is your view on providing in-depth coaching and mentoring to help support the development of a broadened sense of perspective among your enterprise leaders?**

- **What are you doing to help broaden your enterprise leaders’ networks so they might develop a more powerful sense of community?**

- **What are you doing to help your enterprise leaders develop a deeper appreciation of how they can better align their personal purpose with that of the enterprise’s, enabling them to develop a deeper sense of personal purpose?**

- **Next generation organizations require next generation integrative thinkers—those who are able to stay focused on the future. What are you doing to help cultivate integrative thinking so that your enterprise leaders can develop a more resilient sense of self?**